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Now available... the long-awaited and monumental new work

Guide to the Literature of Art History

BY ETTA ARNTZEN AND ROBERT RAINWATER

The Guide to the Literature of Art History has as its roots the pioneering work of Mary W. Chamberlin, whose 1959 Guide to Art Reference Books it virtually replaces. Following the Chamberlin precedent, the purpose of this bibliography is "to organize and to evaluate the vast and ever growing literature of art history—the basic reference works as well as the resources for the most advanced research."

Begun by the authors in 1970 as a revision and updating of the basic bibliography, the current work is essentially all new. Although approximately 40 percent of the titles in the Chamberlin Guide are retained, most have been rewritten and brought up to date with additional volumes, later editions, notes on reprints, closing dates, and so on.

The new Guide is more than one-and-one-half times as large as the earlier work. It includes not only reference material as commonly defined but also the essential monographs on each one of the arts, arranged by period and region. In keeping with its wider usefulness, the work is divided into four parts: Part 1, General Reference Sources, emphasizes bibliographies, directories, encyclopedias, and iconographies; Part 2, Sources and Materials for the Study of Art History, lists primary sources, and histories and handbooks, the latter extensively; Part 3 is devoted specifically to the individual arts; Part 4, Serials, is divided into periodicals and series. Listings throughout are fully annotated.


“This annotated bibliography is without a doubt the most complete. . . . A must for all libraries supporting art research.”

—LIBRARY JOURNAL

Order Department
American Library Association 50 East Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611
Since the early 1800s, US congressional committees have held hearings to consider wide-ranging matters of national and international significance. In so doing, they have marshaled the opinions and advice of the nation’s leading experts and scholars.

The transcripts of this testimony, along with supplementary studies and other materials submitted for the record, represent a unique resource for anyone interested in American government, politics, and society. Because they contain firsthand accounts of contemporary events and perceptions, hearings publications are authoritative chronicles of history in the making.

In a sense, CIS is making history, too. We currently are preparing the first retrospective subject and witness index to congressional hearings, from the earliest items known through 1969. To assure that these publications are readily available, we also are producing a comprehensive microfiche file.

With these important new research aids, your library’s users can do more than read about America’s past. They can witness it.

To receive introductory information on the CIS US Congressional Committee Hearings Index and its companion microfiche collection, just complete and return the coupon below. Or call “Customer Service” at our toll free number: 800-639-8380.
Wilson Indexes
Tools of Your Trade

Easy Access to Periodical Information

Social Sciences Index
Coverage: 261 periodicals
Subject fields indexed include anthropology, economics, environmental science, geography, law and criminology, medical sciences, political science, psychology, public administration, and sociology.

Humanities Index
Coverage: 247 periodicals
Subject fields indexed include archaeology and classical studies, art and photography, folklore, history, journalism, language and literature, literary and political criticism, performing arts, philosophy, religion, and theology.

Biological & Agricultural Index
Coverage: 184 periodicals
Subject fields indexed include agricultural chemicals, agricultural economics, agricultural engineering, agricultural research, animal husbandry, biochemistry, biology, botany, ecology, entomology, environmental sciences, food science, forestry, genetics and cytology, horticulture, marine biology and limnology, microbiology, nutrition, physiology, plant pathology, soil science, veterinary medicine, and zoology.

Applied Science & Technology Index
Coverage: 297 periodicals
Subject fields indexed include aeronautics and space science, chemistry, computer technology and applications, construction industry, energy resources and research, fire and fire prevention, food and food industry, geology, machinery, mathematics, mineralogy, metallurgy, oceanography, petroleum and gas, physics, plastics, textile industry and fabrics, transportation, and many engineering disciplines.

Each of these indexes contains an author listing of citations to related book reviews. Extensive cross-referencing and frequent cumulations aid research. All six titles are sold on service basis. For further information about these and other Wilson Indexes, write to:

Dept. 99
The H. W. Wilson Company
950 University Avenue, Bronx, New York 10452